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BFSDoArt Alumni are Getting Hired –
March 9, 2015
March 9, 2015
Congratulations to the Betty Foy Sanders Department of Art Alumni who have accepted new jobs!

Graphic Design Alumni, Collin Schwartz (’13) is now a Graphic Designer at Eastdil
Secured. Eastdil Secured is a real estate investment banking company that uniquely
combines capital markets expertise with an in-depth understanding of real estate
fundamentals to execute a wide range of real estate transactions to meet the needs
of their clients.
Ashleigh Amrine (’14), who minored in art, is working as a software engineer at
Kaneva in Atlanta. Amrine is working with video games which she describes as a
creative challenge. She also continues to paint while working full time as an
engineer.

Brittany Kolar (’13), Graphic Design alumni, is now a Graphic Designer at Zulily.
Zulily is an American e-commerce company. Headquartered in Seattle, Washington,
zulily sells clothing, toys, and home products. Zulily was started in 2009 by Blue Nile
executives. Its initial public offering valued the company at $2.6 billion.

Graphic Design Alumni, Victor Martinez (’06) Customer Experience Manager at
Salesfusion. Customer experience management is made up of the processes a
company uses to track, oversee and organize every interaction between a customer
and the organization throughout the customer lifecycle.
As the new Marketing Graphic Designer at Integrated Health Management, Graphic
Design Alumni, Jenny Hager (’08), is designing print and web ads for clients’
specific needs. Integrated Health Management (IHM) is a business management &
consulting firm based out of New Orleans, Louisiana, that has helped physician
groups thrive since 1995.
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